
A trusted partnership

improves turnover and performance

A leading food manufacturer relies on Kelly Services® for an on-site management solution 
that reduced performance-based turnover by 86 percent.

As a leader in the frozen pizza industry, a division of the 
world’s largest food company makes many of America’s most 
popular pizza brands from two large manufacturing facilities 
based in Wisconsin. With many of the company’s 1,800 U.S. 
employees working in production operations at these locations, 
its competitive market advantage depends on maintaining low 
turnover and solid performance from production staff. The client 
partnered with Kelly® for an on-site management solution that has 
improved performance and reduced related staff turnover by as 
much as 86 percent in a two-year span.

The challenge
The company was suffering from high turnover in its local production 
staff as a result of poor employee performance. Working on the line 
is not always simple or straightforward. It often requires a significant 
amount of guidance for employees to reach competence and gain 
a full understanding of the customer’s process and expectations for 
performance. 

The Kelly on-site management team noticed that among the top 
reasons for negative turnover, many employee assignments were 
being ended at a higher rate than expected due to performance 
issues and gaps in employee skill. The team used its history 
of expertise in managing on-site staffing for consumer goods 
production operations to develop an effective solution that would 
improve engagement with employees. 

The solution
The foundation of every Kelly on-site management solution is a 
Strategic Partnership Blueprint, which is used to help design each 
workforce program according to customer needs. One key objective 
of this framework is to find ways to actively engage Kelly employees 
to achieve optimal productivity in the client’s environment.

Kelly deployed enhancements that would resonate with the 
employees in its program, using best practices that were established 
for similar customers in need of cyclical, year-round, or project-
based staffing solutions. The team implemented direct performance 
observations at one-, four-, and eight-week intervals of each 
employee’s assignment. 

Results at a Glance

CHALLENGE

■  Manage a strategic on-site management solution at two production sites

■  Expertise in on-site staffing for consumer goods production operations

■  High turnover at production sites ascribed to performance-based issues

SOLUTION

■  Best practices established for cyclical and year-round on-site solutions 

■  Enhancements designed to better engage the employees in its program

■  Performance observations and corrections at 1-, 4-, and 8-week intervals

RESULT

■  Decreased turnover and improved performance in production operations

■  On-the-spot learning opportunities allow for correction of performance

■  Reduced the negative turnover of production staff by 86% in 2 years

http://www.kellyservices.us
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•  Business Goals
•  Productivity
•  Talent
•  Simplicity of Use

•  Cost Savings
•  Risk Mitigation
•  Social Responsibility
•  Safety

•  Performance
•  Retention/Turnover
• Redeployment
• Skill Building

•  New Solutions
•  New Technology
•  Greater Efficiency

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP BLUEPRINT

This simple process improvement created on-the-spot coaching 
and learning opportunities for employees—enabling many more 
of them to identify performance issues early on, correct them 
accordingly, and remain on assignment. Early success prompted the 
client to agree that any other performance issues should be brought 
forward to Kelly first, so that employees could be coached prior to 
termination if at all possible.

The result
The client benefited from reduced turnover and better performance 
across both its manufacturing operations. And because less time 
is now spent sourcing, on-boarding, and training new employees, 
the client is enabled to run its production lines more smoothly than 
before—with increased productivity.

Within just two years of the initiative, negative turnover due to 
performance dropped 86 percent in the client’s production facilities:

Turnover from 
poor performance % decrease

Year one 59 total –

Year two 44 total 25%

Year three 8 total 86%
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